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ABSTRACT

We describe a general method of applying point canonical

transformations to the path integral followed by the corresponding

new time transformations aimed at reducing an arbitrary one-

dimensional problem into an exactly solvable form. Our result

is independent of operator ordering ambiguities by construction.
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i.. INTRODUCTION

Despite the aesthetical attractiveness of the Feynmaii path integral

formulation of quantum theory , it enjoyed very limited success in exact

problem solving, because of the lack of exact integration methods beyond

gaussians. For instance the solution of the Coulomb problem which in some

sense symbolizes the success of the canonical quantum mechanics had to wait
2)

until Duru and Kleinert had introduced a new method into the formalism.

Their method is essentially to convert the problem into a gaussian form by

means of a canonical transformation (loosely speaking) . Their important

contribution was the introduction of the concept of "new-time".

3)Since then their method hay. been questioned and improved in rigour.

The dispute on the Coulomb problem was based on the applicability of

canonical transformations in quantum theory, and on the question of symmetri-

zation of the short-time kernel. Therefore any attempt to generalize their

method should start by carefully defining a symmetrization procedure which

would eliminate all probable ordering ambiguities.

It is not known at present how to perform a general canonical trans-

formation in quantum theory- and this limitation is valid for the path

integral formalism as well. But a general method of performing point canonical

transformation (PCT) in the path integral exists . Luckily the transformation

used in Ref.(2) was of this type.

Recently we came to realize that converting into exactly solvable

forms via PCT is a general phenomenon, "beyond the trivial generalization to

arbitrary spherically symmetric potentials, which applies to a variety of

interesting one-dimensional problems { the interesting bearing of one

dimension to three dimension will be elaborated later). Therefore a general

method for implementing PCT followed by the corresponding new time trans-

formation is needed. This is what is aimed a.t in this rfork.

Here is essentially how the new time enters into the formalism. In

general a PCT converts the mass intoTlocal one. For the exact solvability

one has to remedy this by a transformation on the time variable, dictated by

the original PCT. A careful implementation of the PCT, and the corresponding

new time transformation yields additional potential terms, independent of the

— 1 —

original potential. If one can identify the PCT which reduces tlie problem at the

classical level into as exactly solvable one, then our prescription yields

the exact solution of the quantum theory in a systematic way.

II. POINT CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE PATH INTEGRAL METHOD

«e start with the phase-space path integral for the kernel to go

from n at t. = 0 to some final point q = T at time

which should be understood as the limit of finite-dimensional integrations

L j - -!-\ = £ , I = f̂  t (11-2)

It is manifest in this time-lattice version that p. is not really canonical-

ly conjugate to q., because it is taken to ce fixed over interval Cj-l,j).
J of

Furthermore jbecause/the mismatch in the number of p and q integrals it

is not clear how a direct canonical transformation can bs performed. There-

fore we will restrict ourselves only to PCT.
5)

The PCT is defined as :

q = f(Q)

1

'•* (P.Q) if H (.p,q)

df

UI-3)

such that

p(\ - H(p,q) - PO - K(P,Q)
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The correct way of implementing a PCT in the time-lattice expanded

4)

version is to use the mid-point expansion method , retaining terms effecti-

vely to order £ .

We will first consider the transformation of the measure with this

prescription. But before doing so we have to first formulate the time-lat-

tice version of the PCT for the momentum p; because it is defined over the

at
interval (j-l,j) rather than/the end point j. First we rewrite PCT for p. as

Next we expand q.= f(Q.) and q. = f(Q. ) about the mid-point Q. to

express Aq. in terms of A(J.:
J J

(11-6)

Retaining the terms of the order (&Q) -*-1 £ ,we get

(n-7)

Because q and p. are not canonically conjugate in the strict sense as
J

explained above, we have to treat dq. and dp. separately

fr A,. =ft (II-B)

The expression which describes the mapping of the (j-1,j) interval does not

have a symmetric look. So we have to symmetrize it about the points Q., Q. .

such that none of the end points of the interval is preferred when we

expand about the mid-point of the interval. This is easily achieved as

u-\

%AQi <II-9>

M-i ^ ''^TT r '!

Now we can expand f(Q.) and f(Q. ) sboul; Q., up to order <&( ( A O

- 3 -

Thus

(11-10)

The corresponding transformation for TTdp . can be read off from (II-7) as

Combining (11-10) and (11-11), we get the transformed measure

Next we consider the transformation of the act ion. Using ( I I -6)

and ( I I - 7 ) , the short-time action

(11-13)

becotnes

(11-14)

A!though we have a correct path integral expression for the kernel in terms

cri the new variables 0., P,, it is not very useful, since in the action
J J 2 2

there are additional terms of the form 6P,(iQ.) , and also the jacobian
J J2

of the measure contains terms of the form (AQ) .

The method to eliminate these terms in favour of a potential-like

t Grni of ij-.e form feV(Q) was previously given . So following that method we

'irsst approximate the short-time action by expanding the exponential
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containing the additional term, so that the Jacobian of the measure picks

an additional terra of order £ :

3

Thus the time lattice version of the kernel in terms of the transformed

variables become

A 1 ^

(11-16)

At this point we could have elevated the extra terms of o( fe) in

the Jacobian to the action as additional potential terms, to get the one-

dimensional version of the results of Ref.(4).

.f: (11-17)

But notice that as a result of the PCT we have performed, the mass
2

parameter has turned into a local one, m(f'(Q.)). For the exact solvability
J 2)

we would like to remedy this by introducing a new-time variable . Therefore

we would like to retain the time-lattice expanded version of the kernel

till the end, in order not to introduce any ambiguities in going back and

forth to the time-lattice.

III. THE NEW-TIME TRANSFORMATION

We will now follow Duru and Kleinert closely to introduce a new-time

variable. The form of our original PCT dictates the form of the transfor-

mation we have to apply on time:

Translating (III-l) into the discrete language requires special care. In

accordance with the mid-point philosophy we have to first symmetrize (III-l)

over the interval (j-l,j)> in order to prefer none of the end points over

the other. Thus we write

(II1-2)

Although 6. = fe,
0 j

by construction, the same is not true for S".. Next we

expand f'(Q ) and f'(Q. ) about the mid-point, Q., to get the discrete

form of (III-l)

The quantity S=S,,-S is a path dependent quantity. Therefore we
R o

have to display this dependence by incorporating the constraint

UII-4)

into the path integral with the help of the following integral identity

(whose proof is given in the Appendix):

UII-5)

In doing so we get

^ ^ ^ ^

where A(j,j-1) now is

(III-7)
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d J?~ is the amputated new partial effective Jacobian (retaining terms

to order

(III-8)

In obtaining (III-6) we have used the Fourier representation of the

& - function.
2 2

As before we bring down the new term of the form 0~,P. {AQ .) in the
J J J

action as an additional term in the effective Jacobian of the measure by

expanding the exponential and retaining terms of the order °" to obtain

^ -̂ rill

_ E

(III-9)

where in the last step, for notational simplicity we found it convenient to

introduce the Fourier transformed kernel G:

K(r) = (4* e.-JfE1

—1*>

and reduced kernel P , defined by

? 8 <Q,, Q; 3

(111-10)

(III-U)

Next we will use the Schulman-Mc Laughlin trick to turn the terms of the

order <5~ in the Jacobian into a suitable form such that they can be elevated

into the action as addition.-^, potential terms. For this purpose we use the

following integrals:

f f J * d-M e"3"1'+ Xy x'f = -\ a1/i (- TT^) < 111-12)

- 7 -

Then J becomes
J

(111-13)

Lifting this up, we get

Notice that everywhere in the above path integral we have the mid-point

coordinate 0. due to the fact that we adopted the symmetric definition for
J

the path integral. This is the main result of the paper. One can now go to

the configuration space by performing P-integrals to get the Feynman form,

which in the continuum language reads

(111-15)

where the new lagrangian is

(111-16)

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The operator Hamiltonian in (III-I4) contains non-commuting factors.

This is precisely the reason why a careful treatment was necessary. There

must be of course a unique ordering of non-commuting factors so that the

final Hamiltonian operators describe the same quantum theory as the

original one. It was previously proven that the operator riamiltonian cor-

responding to the mid-paint ph^se path integralfis indeed the one with the

4)
correct ordering of the factors , This is why we rive presented our method

in phase space. If it were not for this motivation we could have also worKed in



configuration space* getting the same result. We extended this

method to the general new-time transformations^ in this work.

Notice that the additional term AV(Q) does not depend on the
2

original potential and it is of the order •f.

We have applied the general formalism to a variety of interesting

problems. For instance^this method enables us to give simultaneous and simple

solutions of the two-and three—dimensional Hydrogen atom problems . In the

case of three dimension we did not have to use complicated tricks like going
ft \

to four dimensions. We have also solved the Morse potential problem , and
9)

Posch-Teller potential problem . The results vill be be reported in

forthcoming publications.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we will prove the symmetrized constraint identity

(l.TI-5). we first observe that there are two mays of representing the

constraint (III-4) in the integral form

(A-l)

o)] j AH. sUrf.-fc.-Cis f (3I«)1) *J (A-2)

Now making the variable changes S —>S and S ^ S , where S = S - S ,

respectively in (A-l) and (A-2) we obtain

(A-3)

(A-4)

Thus the symmetric form we have to use in accordance with the mid-point

philosophy is (III-5).
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